Another Gray Whale Saved In Laguna San Ignacio
RABEN is a specially trained team of researchers with the Laguna San Ignacio Ecosystem
Science Program (LSIESP) and the Universidad Autónoma de Baja California Sur (UABCS) that
attempts to remove fishing gear from gray whales in Laguna San Ignacio.
Each year in Laguna San Ignacio we encounter gray whales that have fishing gear wrapped
around them, particularly young calves, and if possible, our researchers attempt to remove these
lines and floats. This past winter our team successfully removed fishing gear (lobster trap, lines
and floats) from a gray whale calf, saving the young whale's life. It required 4 ½ -hours to
successfully remove the gear from the calf. The mother whale stood by her calf the entire time.
Commentary by Team Leader Sergio Martínez A.:
At noon on February 10th during a gray whale abundance survey in Laguna San Ignacio, B.C.S.,
we spotted a gray whale mother and calf, with a rope and a buoy floating next to the calf’s body.
Later that day we returned to the location of this sighting with the disentanglement gear, and we
searched for the whales for 3 hours until the wind became so strong and we had to terminate our
search and return our research camp. The next day we resumed the search for the whales from
9:00 hrs to 12:30 hrs, when panga driver Federico Liera (of Ecoturismo Kuyimá) informed us by
radio that he had located the whales, and that he was watching the entangled whale calf and its
mother. Federico stayed with the whales until our LSIESP team arrived the location of the
whales about15 minutes later.
We observed and evaluated the condition of the entangles calf for several minutes, documenting
the situation with photographs and the GPS position. It was clear that the gray whale calf had
the rope looped through its mouth and was dragging a 30-cm yellow and white buoy, with more
rope trailing off the end. We approached the calf and used a curved-knife on the end of a pole to
reach the rope and cut it along the left side of the whale. After a little over an hour and several
tries later, we managed to cut the rope that was on the right side of the whale, thus the buoy was
hanging more freely from the left side. We tried to do the same thing on the left side, but there
were three twisted ropes between the whale’s mouth and the buoy, which entangled the knives
and broke the poles. So, we lost the two poles and two curved knives.
After that we managed to catch the remaining rope and buoy with the grappling hook and using
the “Nantucket” maneuver we recovered the portion of the rope with a wire lobster trap (one
meter long, with 75 cm in width and 40 cm tall). We cut the remaining ropes several times and
finally attached a large red-buoy to slow down the swimming whale, and so we could follow as
the calf and its mother continued to swim. The calf finally slowed its swimming and it came up
next to the panga, where we could cut the rest of the rope and manually remove the rope and

buoy. The removal of the lines, buoy and lobster trap was completed by 16:47, and only one
meter of rope remained trailing on each side of the calf’s mouth.
The material removed was: ~21 meters of 1-cm wide nylon rope, a 30-cm wide buoy, and an
empty wire lobster trap.
Both whales were seen and photographed later, healthy and completely free of fishing gear. Take
a look at the video, and please consider supporting our program - go
to: www.sanignaciograywhales.org
The RABEN participants were: Sergio Martínez, Natalia Serna, Edson Hernández and Raquel
Soley of the Marine Mammals Research Program of the UABCS-LSIESP.
We would like to thank Fabien Vivier and Fabián Rodríguez for the drone images.
We attached images of the individuals, the fishing material and of the maneuver.

